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Outline
1. Why rethink our approach to credit 

allocation now? 
2. A shift in perspective: credit allocation as 

public function
3. What might a holistic approach to credit 

allocation look like?
4. Implications and caveats



1. Why Now? Some Context
 Living in “interesting” times…

 The Global Financial Crisis of 2008-10 (“GFC”)
 The COVID-19 pandemic

 …means facing hard “relationship” questions:
 Finance and the Real Economy

 States and Markets

 Public and Private

 How we approach these questions… 
 depends on how we interpret the crisis that prompted them, and
 determines the range of possible answers



Now vs. Then
GFC COVID-19
Source: excess leverage & hidden risk in 
financial markets

Source: economy-wide emergency 
lockdown

Crisis response: public liquidity support & 
bailouts of failing financial firms

Crisis response: public liquidity & credit 
support for financial and non-financial 
firms + individuals

Spotlight on financial stability:
- “shadow banking” as the source of 

instability

Spotlight on structural imbalances in the 
economy:
- public infrastructure & supply chains
- concentrated market power 
- inequality & financial exclusion
- inadequate social safety net
- vulnerability to future threats

Post-crisis solutions (credit modulation): 
- closing gaps in financial regulation  
- restricting future bank bailouts
- “market-maker of last resort”

Post-crisis solutions?
- incremental or fundamental?



Path-dependent patterns in policy 
deliberations and choices …

 Credit allocation is presumed to be a private financial-
sector activity (informational advantages; economic 
incentives; expertise)

 The public agent’s primary function is credit modulation:
 monetary policy (CB managing financial conditions within 

which private market actors make allocative decisions)
 financial regulation

 Preference for discretely targeted, piecemeal solutions 
to specific problems (“market failures”)

 Public credit flows through traditional fiscal policy 
channels and methods (“public goods”)



…but in a qualitatively different context:
 Scope, scale, and dynamic nature of the problems  

 Systematic deficiencies in private credit allocation (e.g., infrastructure 
finance)

 Cannot be solved in a piecemeal fashion

 Political salience and intensity of contestation
 Cannot hide behind technocratic neutrality

 Monetary-fiscal policy nexus 

 Fiscal policy constraints (“budget wars”)

 Digital technology is changing the financial system dynamics
 “Who” and “how” of credit allocation – visibility of choice (& policy)

 Potentially eliminating publicly inefficient “intermediation chains”

 Limiting (disabling?) traditional regulatory and monetary policy tools



2. Credit Allocation as Public 
Function: A Shift in Perspective
Credit “allocation” = “distribution” of 

economic resources
Credit allocation => 

deployment of capital => 
composition/structure of the 
economy

 Mis-allocation of credit => credit over-
generation => financial system instability



Challenges of Public Allocation of Credit
 “Getting it right” requires:

1) Qualitative determination of desired macro-level outcomes
- information-intensive
- clear normative priorities and tradeoffs 

2) Effective tools of credit allocation 
- direct, flexible, dynamic
- market modalities and (core) market incentives

3) An institutional platform
- capacity and scale
- market “embeddedness”
- autonomy and accountability

 Financial <–> Institutional Design <–> Political
markets economy



3. Redefining Public Role in Allocation
 One approach to this “institutional design” task is to re-envision the 

central bank’s (e.g., the Federal Reserve’s) balance sheet as a platform 
for better credit allocation (public AND private):
 Already functions as a hybrid public-private platform
 CBDC as a “window of opportunity”

 Key: a cohesive & integrated set of reforms -

(1) the liability side (money & payments); and

(2) the asset side (credit allocation)

 Policy goals:
 Universal access to affordable banking services
 Speedy and safe payments
 Effective monetary policy
 Productive deployment of credit in the real economy
 Financial stability 



The Liability Side: Public Money-Creation
 “Direct CBDC” option (“FedAccounts”) =>

 Access and inclusion (“public goods”)

 “Unbundling” money-creation and credit-allocation
 Banks won’t be “special” => will allow limiting/eliminating public subsidy

 Structural and regulatory implications

 Direct and proactive monetary policy tools 

 Concerns and criticisms: 
 “What will happen to banks?”

 “Who will lend to the economy?”

 “Central banks cannot deal with the logistics” 

 “Government cannot be trusted” 

 Can these concerns be addressed through institutional design?



The Asset Side: Public-Private Credit Allocation

Three possibilities:
1. Redesigned and expanded “discount window” = secured credit to 

qualifying private lenders
- channeling the Fed’s funds into private credit markets 

- collateral eligibility conditions

2. Securities issued by public instrumentalities for purposes of 
financing large-scale public infrastructure projects

- National Investment Authority (“NIA”) = complementary reform

- credit allocation as an ecosystem 

3. Market stabilization portfolio (trading assets) –
- “market contrarian” function (preventing speculative booms and busts)

- limiting unproductive diversion of capital away from the real economy



4. Implications and Caveats
 No public subsidy that is hard to control or quantify
 Private markets as sites of private credit intermediation and risk-

taking
 “Shadow banking” sector will shrink
 Credit allocation as a tool of economic statecraft  

 Transparent and principled

…BUT
 Fundamental reforms are hard: 

 Operational complexity and scale
 Political challenges 
 Assumptions and attitudes

 Pragmatic recalibration? 



Further details:

 Saule T. Omarova, The People’s Ledger: How To Democratize 
Money and Finance the Economy, 74 Vanderbilt Law Review 
1231(2021),available at 
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3715735


